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Diving and Snorkelling Guide: Exploring the Underwater World
The Solomon Islands, nestled in the heart of the Pacific Ocean, are a diver's paradise. With crystal-clear
waters, vibrant coral reefs, and an abundance of marine life, these islands offer some of the most
spectacular underwater experiences in the world. This guide aims to introduce the best diving and
snorkelling spots in the Solomon Islands, alongside conservation efforts and safety tips to ensure a
memorable and responsible adventure.

Premier Dive Sites
Iron Bottom Sound: A historical site littered with WWII wrecks, offering divers a unique window into
the past amidst marine life.
Mary Island (Mborokua): Known for its pelagic fish and coral gardens, Mary Island is a secluded spot
perfect for experiencing the untouched beauty of the Solomon's marine biodiversity.=
Florida Islands: This cluster of islands features stunning drop-offs and vibrant reefs, with visibility
often exceeding 30 meters.

Marine Life: The waters of the Solomon Islands are teeming with life. Divers can expect to see a variety of
species including sharks, rays, turtles, and a kaleidoscope of tropical fish. The area's biodiversity is
highlighted by the presence of unique species such as pygmy seahorses and ghost pipefish.

Conservation Areas
Efforts to preserve the marine environment are evident in established Marine Protected Areas (MPAs).
Visitors are encouraged to respect these zones by adhering to guidelines designed to minimize
impact on the ecosystem.
Participating in eco-friendly dives and snorkelling tours can further support conservation initiatives,
with many operators contributing directly to reef protection and marine life research.

Safety Tips
Check Equipment: Ensure that all diving gear is in good condition and suitable for the conditions
expected.
Stay Within Limits: Dive within your certification limits and consider hiring a local guide to navigate
the best spots safely.
Mind the Environment: Avoid touching coral or disturbing marine life. The Solomon Islands'
underwater world is fragile, and its preservation is paramount.

Responsible Diving and Snorkelling Practices
Engaging with certified eco-friendly dive operators not only ensures a high-quality experience but
also supports sustainable tourism practices.
Educate yourself on the local marine environment and participate in briefings offered by dive
operators to understand the do's and don'ts during your underwater adventure.

Unique Experiences
Night Diving: For a different perspective, night dives offer a glimpse into the nocturnal activities of
marine life, revealing creatures and behaviours not visible during the day.
Photography: With such rich biodiversity and stunning seascapes, underwater photography
enthusiasts will find endless subjects to capture, from macro life to wide-angle reef scenes.

The Solomon Islands offer a world-class diving and snorkelling experience. By following responsible
practices and contributing to conservation efforts, visitors can ensure these magnificent underwater
landscapes continue to thrive for future generations. Whether you're exploring the deep to witness history
among WWII wrecks or floating above vibrant coral gardens, the Solomon Islands promise an underwater
adventure like no other.


